HMA AWG Meeting  9 October 2008 ESRIN Conference Room H

Draft Agenda

- **h 9** Overview of progress and issues from HMA related projects
- **h 10-12.30** discussion on FC proposal and configuration management aspects
- **h 12.30-14** lunch
- **h 14-15** Conclusions and outline of the forthcoming events/work
- **h 15-15.30** introduction to the proposed wiki and forum to support HMA AWG work
- **h 15.30 -16** GEOSS CFP
4.2 paragraph

The HMA AWG oversees CM for the HMA specs and where they are applied (i.e. implementation, evolution, etc.)

The HMA AWG makes recommendations to ESA and National implementation CCBs which work autonomously.

In case of conflict raising at implementation CCB level this is brought to the HMA AWG if the HMA AWG cannot resolve the conflict this is given to GSCB for resolution.